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The approach to drug discovery and development has
evolved over the years. It started primarily based on expert
experience/opinion (Scout). Now, most drug discovery and
development processes heavily rely on historical data and
statistics (Sabermetrician), while many people believe the
future of drug discovery and development is the accurate
prediction from AI-technology (Superforecaster).
In this talk, the head of AI research at IQVIA’s Analytics Center
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THE SCIENCE
of
Excellence,
JimengOFSun,
will present the key ingredients for
achieving superforecasting in pharmaceutical applications,
and provide some examples of the company’s works in deep
learning algorithms for drug-target interaction, molecule
optimization, and trial outcome prediction.
3 Key Take-Aways
• The success of deep learning in drug discovery and
development depends on high-quality labeled data,
effective algorithms, and comprehensive evaluation
benchmarks.
• A flexible encoding-decoding learning framework can
support diverse drug discovery tasks such as drug-target
interaction, drug property prediction, and drug-drug
interaction.
• Multi-modality data, such as molecules, diseases, and
eligibility criteria, can help predict clinical trial success.
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Avoiding the
Pitfalls of Risk
Tighter rules mean pharma must step up its compliance
game. We explore how this month

T

here is nothing that can keep an executive up at night more than
risk. While risk is an inevitable part of doing business in the pharmaceutical world, some risks are avoidable through company compliance and ensuring your employees will not violate a law or a
regulation, which can lead to investigations, fines, and increased oversight.
This month’s issue focuses on how your lawyers, compliance officers, and
human resources departments work in tandem to ensure that your organization doesn’t end up with a knock on the door from the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) and its Office of the Inspector General (OIG) or
the Department of Justice (DOJ).
On page 24, an overview is presented of what a proactive compliance program looks like vs. a reactive one. The piece explores what the OIG and DOJ
look for when assessing the elements of a company’s compliance program.
The feature on page 27 outlines a useful framework for manufacturers to
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
comply with OIG’s 2020 notice that paying healthcare providers (HCPs) to
speak at company-sponsored events risks violating the federal anti-kickback
statute—if proper rules aren’t followed. This led to a somewhat contentious
issue at the recent Pharmaceutical Compliance Conference (https://bit.
ly/3QUw3Qz), where answers to questions that could trigger scrutiny included: “Why do certain physicians get invited to 10 meetings a year?” and
“Where is your meeting being held?” And two other questions that involved
a bit of audience consternation: “Why is your meeting being held in-person
vs. virtually?” and “Why do you need to collect physician prescription data?”
Questions of corporate compliance sometimes can be found within the
multitude of data that a pharma company collects. Do you know what your
data is saying, what it is doing, and should you have known about a problem
or issue based on your own data?
Mike Hennessy Jr
President and CEO
of MJH Life Sciences®
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High-Value Views, Input
ELAINE QUILICI
is Pharm Exec’s Editor-in-Chief.
She can be reached at
equilici@mjhlifesciences.com

When I joined the staff of Pharmaceutical Executive in 2019, I had a
basic level of industry knowledge. In order to boost my pharma IQ,
I read articles, attended conferences, and did a lot of independent
research. But the most important contributor to my getting up to speed
was talking with industry experts to get their insider views. As the
saying goes: Surround yourself with people who are smarter than you.

L

ucky for me, Pharm Exec already had a built-in network
of such people—its Editorial Advisory Board (EAB).
Just a few months after I started, I attended my first
annual EAB meeting, where we brought together these
pharma pros, to pick their brains about industry trends and the
types of content we should be covering. We all sat around a large
conference table, and I mainly listened to them share their ideas
supported by evidence and experience, sometimes agreeing with
each other, sometimes challenging each other, often piggybacking
off each other’s thoughts.
Thanks to their suggestions, we added regular columns, includMASTER
ing finance, sustainability, technology, and leadership. We increased
our coverage of biotech, DE&I, and digital. These pharma frontmen (and women) helped us navigate the quickly changing waters
of COVID in an industry directly affected in 2020. We value their
opinions on many levels because we know they are on the ground
and represent our readers.
We have featured many of our board members throughout our
various content. Some have appeared in our executive profile cover
stories—Jay Galeota (February 2020), then president and CEO of
Inheris Biopharma, Inc., now CEO of Kallyope, and John Furey
(October 2021), CEO of Imvax, Inc., who was also a guest on the
Pharm Exec podcast (episode 80). Our finance columnist, Barbara

Ryan, founder of Barbara Ryan Advisors, also joined our podcast
to discuss the power of women in pharma (episode 53). And in an
upcoming episode, Indranil Bagchi, senior vice president and head,
global value access, Novartis, shares his thoughts on market access
and reaching patients (episode 113).
Even when they aren’t being placed in the spotlight individually,
our industry consultants are always behind the scenes, offering direction on stories, providing possible sources, and lending their own
firsthand knowledge on topics. They are often cited as sources themselves in our reporting.
In order to keep our perspectives fresh, our members serve twoSUCCESS
THE
yearSCIENCE
renewableOF
terms.
We aim to have diverse opinions from various
aspects of the industry: commercial, strategy, market access, patient
services, data and analytics, finance, and more. In this regard, we
recently invited three new members to round out our group of
industry advisors: Christine Sakdalan, vice president, customer
engagement strategy and solutions, Otsuka; Bharti Rai, previously
vice president and US executive committee member, commercial
acceleration (operations, execution, insights, analytics), Novartis;
and Thani Jambulingam, PhD, professor, department of pharmaceutical and healthcare marketing, Saint Joseph’s University. We
are excited to welcome them, and look forward to getting their input
and taking their advice to keep Pharm Exec fresh and relevant.

Pharmaceutical Executive’s 2022 Editorial Advisory Board is a distinguished group of thought leaders with expertise in various facets of
pharmaceutical research, business, strategy, and marketing. EAB members suggest feature subjects relevant to the industry, review article
manuscripts, participate in and help sponsor events, and answer questions from staff as they arise.
MURRAY L. AITKEN
Senior Vice President, IQVIA,
Executive Director, IQVIA Institute for
Human Data Science

STEVE GIRLING
President, IPSOS Healthcare North
America

INDRANIL BAGCHI, PhD
Senior Vice President and Head,
Global Value Access, Novartis

ADELE GULFO
Chief Business and Commercial
Development Officer,
Sumitovant Biopharma

JOHN FUREY
CEO, Imvax, Inc.

NICOLE HEBBERT
Senior Vice President, Head of Patient
Services, UBC

JAMES J. GALEOTA, JR. (JAY)
CEO, Kallyope
KENNETH GETZ
Director & Professor, Center for the
Study of Drug Development, Tufts
University

MICHELE HOLCOMB
Head, Strategy & Corporate
Development, Cardinal Health

THANI JAMBULINGAM, PhD
Professor, Department of
Pharmaceutical and Healthcare
Marketing, Saint Joseph’s University
BOB JANSEN
Principal Partner, Zensights LLC
BHARTI RAI
Former VP and US Executive
Committee Member, Commercial
Acceleration (Operations, Execution,
Insights, Analytics), Novartis
CHANDRA RAMANATHAN
Executive-in-Residence,
MassGeneral Brigham

AL REICHEG
CEO, Sea Change Healthcare
BARBARA RYAN
Founder, Barbara Ryan Advisors
CHRISTINE SAKDALAN
Vice President, Customer
Engagement Strategy and Solutions,
Otsuka
SANJIV SHARMA
Chief Commercial Officer, HLS
Therapeutics Inc.
PETER YOUNG
President, Young & Partners
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FDA Advances
Quality Initiatives to
Fight Drug Shortages
Agency again pursuing manufacturer rating system

F

or years, FDA officials have been pressing pharmaceutical
manufacturers to invest in quality production systems to
avoid plant shutdowns and manufacturing stoppages.
The current baby formula shortage crisis, while not
involving drugs, illustrates the catastrophic effects of company
failures to ensure that regulated facilities reliably meet safety and
quality standards. But despite multiple agency initiatives to encourage
quality drug production, the response has been disappointing. A
main factor is that payers and healthcare systems are reluctant to
pay more for potentially more reliable supplies. This attitude has
once again prompted FDA officials to develop a rating system that
identifies those drug manufacturers with more dependable
MASTER
production operations, setting the stage for added market support
for resulting high-quality medical products.
Under the current system, serious shortages have continued
to erupt for many critical medicines, notably for many low-cost,
common treatments that carry low prices. The situation has been
aggravated by the COVID-19 pandemic, where supply chain
disruptions have blocked access to needed ingredients and production supplies such as filters, stoppers, and IV fluid bags, adding to production difficulties and costs.
FDA has worked with the pharmaceutical industry over the past
decade to devise ways to better ensure patient access to medicines,
particularly critical treatments. Advance notification to FDA of
production changes or facility closures likely to lead to shortages has
enabled FDA to expedite reviews and inspections to remedy many
supply problems or identify other manufacturers able to step in. The
CARES Act (Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act)
enacted in March 2020 expanded the information FDA may collect
on manufacturing discontinuations and interruptions and enhanced
agency authority to expedite approvals and inspections of alternative
drugs to offset shortages, as discussed in the agency’s annual report
to Congress on drug shortages for 2020.
CONVINCING PURCHASERS
Despite these efforts, shortages have continued for both new and for
many low-cost products such as IV fluids and widely used painkillers,
often due to limited manufacturing lines and ramped-up demand

JULY 2022

JILL WECHSLER
is Pharmaceutical Executive’s
Washington Correspondent.
She can be reached at
jillwechsler7@gmail.com

for new vaccines and therapies. Even so, 55% of drug shortages in
2021 were attributed to manufacturing delays and quality-related
issues, noted Valerie Jensen, associate director of the drug shortage
staff in the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) at
the FDA quality management maturity (QMM) program, in late May.
The situation once again is spurring FDA to develop a rating
system designed to incentivize drug manufacturers to create QMM
programs for their facilities. The aim is for pharma companies to
provide evidence that will convince drug purchasers, such as
healthcare systems and payers, to agree to higher prices for highquality products and thus reward pharma organizations that invest
in more modern and reliable QMM systems able to ensure product
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
value. FDA outlined its proposed QMM rating system in a white
paper issued in April on how QMM is “essential” for a stable US
supply chain of quality pharmaceuticals. However, manufacturers
have long objected to publicly available ratings of manufacturing
operations and continue to criticize specific details in FDA’s plan for
collecting metrics data in four proposed areas. Generics makers and
contract manufacturers are notably opposed to the current plan,
and biologics firms don’t want to be included.
However, the initiative has gained support from drug shortages
experts such as Erin Fox, senior pharmacy director for University
of Utah Health. She noted at the FDA QMM workshop that a
quality rating system could support “resilience contracting” by
health plans, based on product dependability in addition to price.
She acknowledged that “quality and reliability will cost more,” but
that the cost of shortages have a broader impact. She also proposed
that accreditation organizations for hospitals and health systems
should add to their evaluations the QMM ratings on the medicines
purchased and on the frequency of shortages that negatively affect
patient care. Fox further backs an international trade agreement
that prohibits export bans on key components of global medical
products to avoid supply chain disruptions that create short supplies.
CDER officials expect drug shortages to continue, even though
the agency prevented over 300 such problems this past year by
implementing regulatory flexibility and expediting submissions,
commented Deputy Director Douglas Throckmorton at FDA’s
annual regulatory education for industry conference on June 6.
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MAX STRAKA
Director, Drug Safety, at Leaderboard
Branding, a Fingerpaint company, and
previously served as a senior member
of the FDA Division of Medication Error
Prevention and Analysis (DMEPA) team

Prioritizing Error
Prevention When
Creating a Trade Name
The important steps for biopharma companies in avoiding safety
and medication error when choosing a proprietary name

Brand Insights - Thought Leadership
from Marketers | Paid Program

I

t is estimated that between 6.2% and 14.7% of all
higher chance of contributing to a medication error. However,
medication error events are due to look-alike or soundproducts that vary in strength, dose, frequency, route of
alike (LASA) medication names, according to an abstract
administration, packaging, and administration setting may
1
published on the British Journal of Clinical Pharmacolog y.
provide enough differentiation to have the names safely coexist
The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has recommended since 1999
in the same space.
that the FDA encourage pharmaceutical companies to test
An example of this might be a single-strength injectable given
proposed proprietary names to reduce these incidences. In
once daily only in a hospital setting, versus a multiple-strength
addition to recommendations published by the FDA, there are
oral tablet given twice daily in a bottle of 60 tablets. In this
SUCCESS
MASTER instance,
THE SCIENCE
three key steps biopharma companies can take to prioritize safety
doingOF
a risk
assessment of the name pair, including their
and medication error prevention when creating and choosing a
POCA score and product characteristics, can give a better picture
proprietary (trade) name.
of risk and potential for error.
KNOW THE RISK
Having a thorough understanding of the results from an FDA
Phonetic and Orthographic Computer Analysis (POCA) is critical. POCA is an automated method of analyzing Phonetic and
Orthographic similarities between a candidate name and names
in a variety of databases. The analysis uses drug products from
a variety of data sources and assigns a combined score from 1 to
100 as well as a score for the pronunciation (phonetic) and spelling (orthographic). This calculated score is important because
high levels of similarity in these areas indicate possible confusion
with other names on the market.
For example, a score of 70 or greater for the combined, orthographic, or phonetic categories may trigger a closer evaluation
by authorities and could lead to name denial.
SIMILARITIES
Product characteristics may increase or mitigate the risks of two
LASA names. Many drugs come as an oral tablet or capsule with
a dose and frequency of once daily. In this case, the two products
with phonetically or orthographically similar names have a much

REAL-WORLD DATA
A prescription (Rx) study and focus group moves past a computer
analysis and uses healthcare practitioners to analyze the proposed
proprietary name, providing real-world data. These studies
typically include handwritten samples for an inpatient medication
order, an outpatient prescription, and a voice-recorded prescription.
They are then sent to a focus group of healthcare practitioners to
provide their interpretation of the name and whether they think
the name looks or sounds like other names currently on the market.
These studies provide a real-world glimpse into how the name will
be interpreted when used in practice.
These key steps may help determine whether a product can
safely coexist in the current market. Understanding this
information about a proposed proprietary name and how it might
contribute to a medication error will help determine the chances
of regulatory authorities ultimately allowing the proposed
proprietary name to be approved.
Reference

1. Bryan R, Aronson JK, Williams A, et al. The problem of look-alike, sound-alike
name errors: Drivers and solutions. Br J Clin Pharmacol. March 21, 2020.
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Rewriting European
Regulations on Rare
Disease Treatments
Legislative-reform alliance makes for strange bedfellows

T

he major review of European pharmaceutical legislation that will start later in 2022 has brought together
two major healthcare players who have, by their own
admission, still a lot of differences. Driven by a shared
sense of urgency, European drug companies in the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA)
have joined forces with the European Organization for Rare Diseases (EURORDIS), the European rare diseases lobby, to craft a
series of joint policy proposals on orphan medicines. “The fact
that EURORDIS and EFPIA have for the first time issued a joint
statement is testament to the importance of the proposals put forward,” says the introduction to the proposals.
MASTER
The trigger for this unprecedented alliance is the declared
intention of the European Union to revise its incentive schemes
for treatments for rare diseases—a crucial issue for both. For
EURORDIS, new legislation is a seen as a major opportunity to
improve the prospects for innovation and for boosting availability
of new drugs—with the risk of a major disappointment for millions of desperate Europeans and their families if the EU gets the
new rules wrong. For the industry, changing the current legislation constitutes a huge threat to what it depicts as a still-precarious
and inadequate system of support for risky and high-cost R&D
projects. The industry’s sense of threat is all the greater since the
mood music coming from EU officials and national ministers has
focused heavily on clamping down on alleged industry abuses and
what are seen as unacceptable monopoly pricing practices.
Against this background, both sides have found common
ground “while acknowledging areas of divergence.” And top of
the list of what they have come up with is a radical concept for a
new European pricing framework—equity-based tiered pricing
(EBTP). The essence of this approach is to align medicines’ prices
with countries’ ability to pay. In other words, poorer countries—
such as Bulgaria—will be offered lower prices than the wealthiest,
such as Germany or Sweden. This, they say in a joint statement,
can “help address affordability constraints in lower-income EU
member states without diminishing incentives to invest in new
medicines.” This dramatic new approach is wrapped up in a series
of conditions and reservations—and closely reflects a proposal

JULY 2022

REFLECTOR
is Pharmaceutical Executive’s
correspondent in Brussels

that the EFPIA made earlier this year on its own initiative and
predicated on counterpart measures by national governments to
preclude any member state cheating on such a novel system.
Another of the joint proposals is to tweak health technology
assessment (HTA) to enhance patient access to orphan drugs. These
new EU rules on coordinating HTA, adopted in January but not
fully in operation until 2025, envision giving new priority to orphan
drugs. This represents “a significant opportunity to streamline
value assessment processes through cross-country collaboration,”
says the joint position, adding, in another echo of earlier EFPIA
insistence, that the opportunity can be seized only “if duplication
is avoided and methodologies are fit for purpose.” Yet more EFPIA
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
fingerprints can be seen in recommendations for adjusting EU drug
authorization frameworks: “More routine use of adaptive pathways
and real-world evidence can help mitigate evidential uncertainty
at launch, allowing timely patient access while additional evidence
is collected,” say the partners in this position—coming very close
to attitudes being heavily promoted by the drug industry over recent
years. And in comments on pricing systems, the proposals have an
almost eerie ring of earlier EFPIA arguments. Country-level HTA
and pricing and reimbursement processes can be better adapted
“by supporting greater use of novel payment and pricing models,”
says the joint statement. And in a final introductory remark, the
joint paper candidly and explicitly sets out an industry position
about the need for “sustained innovation for tomorrow”—for which
“EFPIA proposes to launch a moonshot for rare diseases, whereby
more coordinated, targeted, and collaborative basic and translational research would allow to unlock a new wave of innovation.”
The stakes are high for both partners. Since the EU incentive
scheme was introduced 20 years ago, more than 200 products have
been authorized, with another 2,000 designated eligible for support.
The emergence of at least half of these medicines—and the benefits
they have brought to more than six million rare disease patients
across Europe—are attributed to the scheme. If the EU pares the
incentives back too far, in the interests of economy or to prevent—
as some EU ministers have called it—“price gouging,” that flow of
innovation may slow to a trickle, with bleak consequences both for
research-based companies and for rare disease patients.
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Is Your
Marketing
Futureproof?
5 questions healthcare marketers should ask

D

ata privacy and technology changes, such as Google’s
plan to remove third-party cookies, are critical considerations for today’s healthcare marketers. With
such challenges, how can healthcare marketers
ensure omnichannel marketing can withstand current–and
future–turbulence?
The first step: evaluate your data strategy, and current identity
data investments and partners by asking:
1. Were enough opted-in
healthcare professionals
(HCPs) obtained under a
single privacy policy? Some
HCP data is collected under
monolithic sources, while other
data is aggregated from multiple
sources, with multiple privacy
policies. Both approaches are
problematic. Ideally, HCP
consent should be obtained
under a single privacy policy
used across many sources, to
gain the broadest coverage of permissioned HCP data.

3. Is the same identity data used across all business
needs? For effective engagement with HCPs, there should be a
consistent use of a single set of identity data across all marketing
channels, as well as other business uses, such as audience
identification, claims data, and prescription data.

4. Do you have consent across all your marketing
channels? The privacy policy under which consent is collected
should contain an explicit
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
declaration of each channel
being used to communicate to
your audience. Marketers that
fail to be explicit about what
channels will be used risk their
efforts if a physician complains
or pursues legal action.

Ideally, HCP consent
should be obtained under
a single privacy policy used
across many sources, to gain
the broadest coverage of
permissioned HCP data

2. Do you have permission to report engagement at
the individual level? Marketers need to ensure that the
privacy policy under which their identity data was collected,
specifically allows for the reporting of engagement at the
individual level.

5. Will your approach
pass cur rent and future
data privacy laws? Having a
strategic data privacy framework
that ensures the ability to stay
ahead of current and future legislative changes at both the state
and federal levels is critically important to your marketing efforts.
If, after careful evaluation, you find your current approach
to data privacy does not fit with the legislative and technology
changes taking place, you may want to adopt a Consent At
Scale strategy.
Learn more at: www.dmdconnects.com/consent-at-scale.
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Asia’s Rise in
The Global
Pharma Industry

BRUCE LIU

Continent has shed its ‘emerging’ status on world biopharma stage

C

JULY 2022

Partner at Simon-Kucher &
Partners, leading its life sciences
division in greater China

hina, India, and other key markets in Asia have long been
labeled as pharmerging, implying strong growth of
underdeveloped markets from small bases. But that is no
longer the case. Over the past decade, Asia has grown
exponentially and is now at the very epicenter of the global pharma
industry, driving growth, innovation, and future development.
In terms of market size and scale, China and Japan now stand
as the second- and third-largest pharmaceutical markets in the
world, respectively. China, in particular, has seen strong and consistent annual double-digit growth over the past decade, underpinned by ongoing infrastructure buildup, increasing healthcare
MASTER
spending and coverage, and an encouraging regulatory environment. India, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Thailand also show great
potential, all with sizable populations and strong drivers.
Many multinational pharma manufacturers are seeing this
firsthand, as Asia contributes to an increasing portion of their
global revenues and, more importantly, the bulk of their growth.
For them, Asia typically accounted for 20% to 30% of their 2021
revenue, of which around half was from China.

Asia is also becoming an important source of R&D innovation.
While the US still accounts for around half of novel pipeline assets,
Asia is closing ranks. According to Pharmaprojects, China is second only to the US, accounting for 14%, followed by Japan and
Korea at around 5% each. In recent Nature Reviews Drug Discovery
research, China boasted more than 2,000 investigational agents
as of July 2021, of which 418 were first-in-class and 216 fall into
the next-generation category; the latter includes cell and gene
therapies, nucleic acid therapies, and approaches in proteolysis
targeting chimera (PROTAC). Novel made-in-Asia therapies such
as Brukinsa and Carvykti have made it to the global stage, and
SCIENCE
OFatSUCCESS
THE
many
more are
advanced stages—mostly via partnership and
licensing deals with large pharmas. As Asia features distinct and
sometimes unique disease epidemiology compared with Western
markets and a vast population base—which could be an advantage for rare diseases research—its eminence as an epicenter for
biopharma innovation and clinical research will only increase
going forward.

INTEGRATING INTO GLOBAL ECOSYSTEM

Asia markets typically feature distinct industry dynamics and a
competitive landscape compared to those from the US and EU. In
fact, the winning formula in Asia’s pharma industry typically
entails not just innovative portfolios and pipelines, but also creative
market access approaches, effective stakeholder engagements, and
innovative business models and go-to-market strategies.
Most notable among those is online healthcare services, which
are becoming increasingly popular across Asia. Leading platforms
such as JDHealth boast over 120 million active users for online
consultations and pharmacies, as well as value-added services for
patients, physicians, employers, and pharma companies. In India,
Practo offers online consultations that provide access for rural populations, and in Indonesia, HaloDoc has gained momentum among
both patients and physicians.

Asia’s importance goes beyond being a growth market, as it has
become an integral part of the global pharma ecosystem. Markets
such as Japan, Australia, and Singapore have long been considered more in sync with the global industry, and others are moving
in that direction. Since China’s ascension into the International
Council for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) in 2017, more than 220 innovative therapies have been approved, with the time lag between
China approval and global first approval shortened significantly.
This is notwithstanding new options through the Hainan and
Greater Bay areas that afford earlier and faster access, as well as
real-world evidence studies, which will, in turn, accelerate eventual new product approvals in China. In the first quarter of 2022,
18 novel drugs received marketing clearance in China, 12 of which
are from overseas, including Paxlovid and abrocitinib from Pfizer,
upadacitinib from AbbVie, and brigatinib from Takeda.

DRIVING INNOVATION

Selene Peng and additional collaborators in Simon-Kucher’s life sciences
division in Shanghai contributed to this article.
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The Mechanism of
Action Narrative:
Using the Right Hook
Key considerations in building the brand story for new molecules

elling a good story that captures attention and leaves
a lasting impression on your target audience continues
to be one of the most powerful tools at our disposal for
promoting a brand regardless of the business sector.
Physicians are just like everyone else: they like a good story, and
part of that story in medicine is understanding how a drug is
believed to work before they prescribe it for their patients. This is
especially important for drugs that have a novel mechanism of
action (MoA), or for drugs that belong to the newest generation
of an existing class.

MoA to be decoded by the time a drug has launched, but they do
want some basis for understanding how the drug could potentially
be exerting its effects on the disease, whether it be as simple as acting
on a specific receptor or inhibiting a specific pathway. In cases where
aspects of the MoA are uncertain and there is a desire to elevate
the narrative, the brand and medical affairs teams need to be in
lockstep as to how detailed the new MoA narrative will be and how
far downstream the narrative will take the target audience.

CONTROL THE MOA NARRATIVE OR IT WILL TAKE
ON A LIFE OF ITS OWN
if an MoA isn’t firmly established in the literature or in the
IS YOUR MOA NARRATIVE DOING ALL IT CAN TO MASTER Even
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
minds of the KOL community, the brand team needs to own and
HELP YOUR BRAND DIFFERENTIATE?
take control of the MoA narrative to help manage the consistency
Communicating the MoA narrative should occur early in the HCP
of what HCPs are hearing about how your small molecule or
education and adoption process, preferably prior to launch so that
biologic potentially works. Competing brand teams may try to
customers have time to recognize the difference and importance,
control the MoA narrative of competing agents in an effort to cast
and eagerly anticipate the product brand identity at launch. The
additional doubt and uncertainty around brands they deem a
MoA narrative should provide the scientific rationale as to how
threat. Efforts to undermine competing MoA narratives can be
the drug may work to reduce symptoms or disease burden, and
insidious and will require a comprehensive assessment of how and
differentiate as much as possible from the competition. Brand
where competing brands are reaching HCPs.
teams, sales representatives, and medical science liaisons are on
the frontline communicating with HCPs, helping to bring their
brand’s campaign messaging to life. These interactions provide
LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY THAT BEST ILLUSTRATES
the perfect opportunity to ask your target audience: does the
THE MOA STORY YOU WANT TO TELL
existing MoA narrative intrigue or even make sense? Does it
The use of two-dimensional images and diagrams on paper have
provide the HCP with enough detail to increase their confidence
been standard for decades prior to the digital detail aid. Digital
in the drug and how it works? Or is the MoA narrative unclear or
technology has evolved dramatically in the past two decades,
confusing, causing HCPs to hesitate and question? Identifying
opening up the possibility of utilizing platforms that were previously
barriers to adoption caused by unclear aspects of the MoA narrative
out of reach for most brands. Every touchpoint with HCPs should
will help inform the development of a revised narrative strategy.
be optimized to make the biggest impact possible; this includes an
MoA narrative deployment strategy that incorporates high-quality
visual simulations detailing the unique aspects of the brand’s MoA.
UNCERTAINTY AROUND YOUR BRAND’S MOA
The modern convention booth is pushing the limits of digital
DOESN’T MEAN THE GAME IS OVER
technology, with virtual and augmented reality MoA demonstrations
More than a few drugs have launched with vague descriptions of
becoming more common. These specific digital approaches are
how they work mechanistically, typically because they lack a
not necessary for a successful launch, but they do increase the
preclinical knowledge base that elucidates the direct-vs.-indirect
likelihood that the MoA narrative will be communicated in an
effects that drugs can have in mediating the pathophysiology of
effective manner to HCPs.
disease. Realistically, physicians don’t expect every aspect of a drug’s
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When It Comes
To DE&I, Silence
Is Deafening

DENICE TORRES

For industries like pharma, company voices are vital to building trust

T

he last several years have created an even more pressing
demand for companies and CEOs to take a stand on
societal issues than in the past. When it comes addressing these issues, one of the first steps is to establish trust.
Edelman has studied trust for more than 20 years. According
to the 2022 Edelman Trust Barometer, business is the most trusted
institution across government, employers, non-government organizations (NGOs), and media by a 5-to-1 margin. Respondents
want business to play a larger role in climate change, economic
inequality, workforce reskilling, and addressing racial injustice.
The finding on systemic racism is enlightening. While consumMASTER
ers may not trust brands and their CEOs to respond to systemic
racism, the study found that employees do trust their own employers and leaders to respond to systemic racism. Interestingly, the
data found that “my employer” was the only trusted institution
across business, government, employers, NGOs, and media.
Edelman found that 60% of employees want their CEO to
speak out on controversial issues they care about, and 80% of the
general population want CEOs to be personally visible when discussing public policy with external stakeholders or work their company has done to benefit society.
In diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I), company voices are
critical to building trust with stakeholders, particularly employees.
Take, for instance, the story of Disney earlier this year. Employees
of the company walked off the job to protest the company’s lessthan-expected supportive response to a Florida bill that would
restrict discussion of gender and sexuality in schools. The fallout
has been telling. A recent survey of Americans’ views of corporations by Axios and the Harris Poll shows Disney’s public image
dropped from 28th place last year to 65th in 2022.
What does this mean for the pharmaceutical industry and
our leaders? Avoiding controversy is now a seemingly impossible
task. Taking a “wait-and-see” or quiet position is no longer
acceptable. Employees and other stakeholders can impact the
reputation of the company. With a trust score of 61% for the
pharmaceutical sector, we have room for improvement. There
is good news here. As an industry, we can lead in important
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areas, including racial equality, gender parity, healthcare access,
and health education. The following are a few examples of where
pharma is proactively communicating:
• Pay equity and representation. In a best practice, Pfizer
launched the 2025 Opportunity Parity initiative to increase
female and minority representation in senior-level positions.
Since 2020, the company has released results every year.
• Future of Roe v. Wade and its impact on employee
healthcare. Big Pharma has yet to take a stand on this.
However, Apple, Citigroup, Salesforce, and Amazon have
announced changes in their healthcare benefits.
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
• The detrimental impact of conversion therapy for
LGBTQ. The Royal College of Nursing Congress 2022
condemned “torturous” conversion therapy.
• Focus on belonging as an essential part of DE&I.
LinkedIn, Johnson & Johnson, and EY are adding “B” for
“belonging” to their DE&I acronym (DEI&B).
• Ethnic and racial disparities in clinical trials and
evaluation of outcomes. Last year, Novartis pledged a
decade-long commitment to Morehouse School of Medicine,
as well as 26 historically black colleges, universities, and
medical schools, to establish programs that target the root
causes of disparities in health outcomes.
• External advisor involvement in DE&I performance.
Sanofi recently launched a DE&I board with outside advisors, the first of its kind in pharma. This move will help
bring a greater external viewpoint to the organization.
Frances Frei, professor of technology and operations management at Harvard Business School, gives a great Ted Talk about
the elements of trust (the research is also published in Harvard
Business Review). She refers to three components of trust that make
up a trust triangle: empathy, logic, and authenticity. Our industry has a special obligation in these areas as we espouse missions
centered around care and compassion and serving others in their
most vulnerable states. By proactively communicating messages
of support and inclusion, we can do right by many of our stakeholders, particularly patients/consumers and employees.
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If a Non-Formulary
Hospital, Price
May Not Be the Rx
Reversing non-formulary status will usually require new data

T

he message developed in this article is that for products
not on a hospital’s formulary, getting on formulary goes
beyond what might be considered strategy and tactics.
It’s useful to draw a distinction between products
that might loosely be described as “interchangeable” and those
considered “differentiated.” The former is subject to commodification and, for formulary position, price is king. The latter depends
on a product’s features and benefits and, for formulary position,
the clinical story is key. This article is focused on differentiated
products that did not secure formulary position after review by
hospital pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) committees.

HOSPITAL NON-FORMULARY
MASTER
For multiple reasons, there is a tendency to assume that if your
product did not get on a hospital’s formulary, reducing the net price
through added discount is the surest way for positive reconsideration. While reasonable on its face, findings from research I have
conducted suggest that, more often than not, lowering the net price
is insufficient. Put differently, it’s not the price; it’s the data.
A prior formulary decision is not just a decision. It also sets into
motion physician experience, which now becomes a key business
factor. Using an old business cliché, there is an element of “if it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it” that comes into play.
Unless physician experience points to problems, for a non-formulary hospital product to get on formulary, it will need to raise
clinically meaningful questions about the evaluation that guided
the original formulary decision. And that will depend on clinical data.
INSTITUTIONALIZED EXPERT AND DATA FACTORS
Two core components shape the path to a hospital P&T formulary
decision: the clinical monograph and the expert sub-committee
recommendation. Clinical monographs are purely data driven.
Developed by clinical pharmacists, the monograph provides an
even-handed presentation of all published trial data. Monographs
also include pricing information and cost-effectiveness comparisons.
Typically, an expert sub-committee composed of physicians who
specialize in the clinical area, plus physicians whose specialties are
tied to the clinical area, review the monograph. Drawing conclusions from the data and their own experience, the expert sub-com-
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mittee makes a formulary recommendation to the P&T committee.
P&T committees may tweak the sub-committee recommendation
but, by and large, it’s the expert sub-committee recommendation
that gets memorialized in the final P&T decision.
The point that bears emphasizing is that the P&T decision institutionalizes expert decision-making and peer-reviewed data.
DOUBLE HURDLE FOR TRYING AGAIN
Products looking to be reconsidered for hospital formulary position
face a double hurdle: First, competing against physician experience
with the incumbent product, and, second, competing against the
original but now institutionalized P&T decision. With little dissatisfaction
in theOFfirst
instance and fact-based, expert assessment
SCIENCE
SUCCESS
THE
behind the second, overcoming these hurdles can be challenging.
FALSE PATHS FORWARD
Recent research points to two developments the non-formulary agent
might leverage to secure a favorable P&T review the second time.
The problem, however, is that both have inherent limitations. The
first avenue is a guideline change. One limitation is that a guideline
recommendation is often equivocal and leaves room for other treatment options. The second avenue is a price change. The limitation
here is that if price was not “the” defining factor in the original P&T
decision, a price drop is unlikely to prompt P&T reconsideration.
DATA PATH FORWARD
Because the original formulary decision was based on hard evidence, and assuming subsequent physician experience suggests no
problems with the incumbent, hospital environments typically
require new clinical data to justify adding a product to formulary
when it was not approved the first time. Research suggests any of
five core issues that clinical data would need to address for a product to successfully achieve formulary reconsideration: 1) original
P&T assumptions; 2) unmet need; 3) compelling new information
on safety/efficacy; 4) additional benefit to a patient subgroup; or
5) new indication that off-label use can’t adequately address.
It’s frequently noted that a physician champion can be a vehicle
for prompting a P&T reconsideration. Unless the champion can cite
new data, though, that support alone is unlikely to be sufficient.
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Biotech Performance
Glance—and Promising
Ripples for Recovery
A summary of key takeaways from EY’s new Beyond Borders report

y colleagues at Ernst & Young LLP (EY US)
recently published “Beyond Borders: EY biotechnology report 2022,” providing a snapshot of the
current state of the industry and its strong fundamentals. I am pleased to share their key findings here.
Despite the current longest and steepest bear market for biotech indexes since their inception, the industry remains in a position of strength with unprecedented levels of capital funding an
innovation renaissance, which offers a promising future for
patients, fundamental performance, and industry sustainability.
With access to new capital in the public markets virtually nonexistent and over 215-plus companies having less than 12 months
MASTER
of cash, it is imperative that the sector navigates unchartered
waters with discipline to stay the course, survive, and prosper. At
the same time, large pharma has record firepower to fund investments in innovative biotechs through M&A, collaborations, and
partnerships, and these have always been key pillars to achieving
their growth targets.
A massive tide of dollars in venture capital and crossover and
dedicated biopharma funds is also waiting in the wings to fund
attractive opportunities. Biotechs must proactively take control
of their destiny and manage cash, prioritize programs based on
probability of success and ROI, and retain the talent needed to
execute. It is on these metrics that the industry will likely become
increasingly bifurcated.
Here are some additional insights the report reveals:
Blowout revenue growth in 2021. Public company revenues surged 35%, from $160.2 billion the previous year to
$216.7 billion, and while largely driven by COVID-19 vaccines
and antivirals, most companies beat revenue expectations and
increased guidance across the board.
A tectonic shift in the financing environment, from
hero to zero. In 2021, the industry raised a near-record $115
billion in capital, falling only 4% short of the record-breaking
performance of 2020. Nearly $30 billion was invested in IPOs
in this two-year period, which accounts for 29% of the total dollars raised for the sector in IPOs over the past 15 years. Valuations hit record highs in February 2021, but then the reopening

of the economy, facilitated by vaccines, sparked a fierce rotation
out of expensive growth sectors into depressed value sectors most
leveraged to the impending V-shaped economic recovery. This
acceleration, combined with a rapid rise in interest rates and
inflation, sent biotech valuations plunging—and their door to
accessing the capital markets shut decidedly and loudly in 2022.
Biotech remains the biopharma industry’s engine
for innovation and growth. Over 50 new molecular entities
(NMEs) were approved by FDA in both 2020 and 2021, up from
an annual total of 29 a decade ago. Currently, biotech accounts
for a record 65% of the approximate 6,000 clinical-asset candidates in active development. That group includes more than
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
2,000 cell and gene therapies projected to play an increasingly
important role in driving revenue growth in the next decade.
“Since the onset of the pandemic, biotech has experienced significant growth with the advent of the mRNA vaccines, antivirals,
virtualization of clinical trials, and more,” says Arda Ural, PhD,
EY Americas industry markets leader, health sciences and wellness. “In parallel, the large cap biopharma industry is facing a
fundamental growth gap as their internal pipelines are not sufficient to achieve their growth goals in the face of upcoming patent
expirations for their leading blockbusters. With their balance sheets
flush with record firepower to fund deals and a huge correction
in the valuation of deal-target development-stage biotechs, now is
an opportune time for Big Pharma to acquire biotech innovation.”
Ashwin Singhania, principal, Ernst & Young LLP, in the EYParthenon life sciences strategy practice, adds, “Biotech executives
must have a clear vision of what they seek to accomplish to succeed
post-pandemic. The unprecedented public health crisis coupled
with the market downturn demonstrated biotech’s resiliency, but
now companies must address pain points to optimize their potential.”
With massively lower valuations and few financing options, a
buyer’s market has finally emerged. De-risked, late-stage biotech
assets that fit naturally into a large pharma’s strategic pipeline
will be an M&A priority, and strategic alliances may remain the
preferred route to access the higher-risk early stage innovations
over outright bolt-on acquisitions. A more robust and accelerated
deal calendar seems inevitable.
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Breaking
Down
Barriers
Dealing with discrimination and
bias throughout her career,
Otsuka Pharmaceutical’s Christine
Sakdalan has forged a strong
leadership path built around a
two-pronged mission—finding
true meaning in the patient journey
through market research and data
analytics, and mentoring and
supporting the development of
today’s aspiring professionals
By Lisa Henderson
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What is the
awareness piece, and
how do you then
solve for the different
unmet patient needs
in an integrated and
relevant way?

hristine Sakdalan, vice president of customer
engagement strategy and solutions for Otsuka
Pharmaceutical, and CEO and co-founder
of Momentum & Value for People of Color
(MVP), never saw obstacles, only opportunities, on her
career path. If she experienced any systemic bias because
of her ethnicity (Filipino) or gender (woman), she didn’t
let it stop her. Sakdalan looks back over her successful
career and says, “Sure, I experienced discrimination and
unconscious bias. People would ask me where I’m from.
And I would say North Jersey. But they would persist
with, ‘Where are you really from?’” Sakdalan laughs.
“I’d say, oh you mean my hometown!”
Sakdalan attributes her confidence and belief in
and found that it was counterintuitive to take a pill for
herself to her upbringing. “My parents spoke such cona visible problem. But, reasoning that infection is interfidence in me. My dad, as far back as I can remember,
nal and people needed to see that infections are on the
whenever I would walk in the door, he would say,
inside, her team created the “Digger the Dermatophyte”
‘How’s my little chief executive officer?’” says Sakdacampaign, eventually bouncing back sales to over a billan. He also told her to enter a room like she owned it.
lion dollars. Digger, an “evil” yellow animated nail infecShe surmises that maybe he thought she would face
tion fungus, who pulls the toenail back to live underneath
problems as a shorter, Asian woman.
with his equally horrifying dermatophyte friends, porSakdalan did well academically and wanted to purtrays the internal infection. Sakdalan shares that Digger
sue her interest in television broadcasting in college,
also translated well into educational campaigns overseas.
but her father insisted she pursue computer science
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
instead in order to land a job upon graduation. While
Sakdalan didn’t enjoy her college major, her father was
SYNCING WITH PATIENTS
right because indeed she landed a job right away.
A larger part of uncovering a problem is understandShe graduated from Rutgers University with a coming the patient journey, a concept Sakdalan applied
puter science and business degree, then began working
while at Novo Nordisk, where she spent seven years
as a systems analyst with Pfizer, and soon moved to
after Novartis. Sakdalan says, “At Novo Nordisk, I
Novartis (Sandoz at the time) to do market research,
[addressed] how do we understand the entire journey
and sales and market analytics. She moved up to the
of the patient from the time that they get diagnosed—
executive director position, and the chief marketing
or even before they get diagnosed? What is the awareofficer asked her to rotate onto the marketing side.
ness piece, and how do you then solve for the different
Sakdalan was hesitant, thinking it may be a backward
unmet patient needs in an integrated and relevant way?”
move, but she jumped in, and experienced many comBy way of example is how Sakdalan introduced
mercial roles. “I’ve loved it ever since,” she says.
direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising to the company,
“What I loved was narrowing down to uncover the
which, like most European-based pharma companies,
business problem that you’re trying to solve for, doing
had no experience with DTC. Sakdalan says: “I vividly
something strategic and creative at the same time, and
remember market research where I sat across a lady—
seeing the results,” explains Sakdalan. “At Novartis—
a diabetes patient for 50 years—and I asked her if she
and it’s true for many companies—marketing is the
ever heard of Flexpen, Novo Nordisk’s prefilled injecthub, working with all different entities and influencing
able insulin pen for diabetes. She literally cried, and
people. I really had fun with it because I saw the impact
then became angry.” The woman shared that she had
to the business and patients.”
been asking her daughter to inject her insulin all these
Lamisil, an oral treatment for onychomycosis or nail
years and felt as if she was a burden, when she could
fungus, was Sakdalan’s first brand success. As sales were
have been easily injecting herself with their product.
dropping, the company thought it was time to make it
Sakdalan was able to convince the company that
an OTC product. Sakdalan looked at the problem, levinformation directed to consumers about the product
eraged her market research and analytics background,
wouldn’t be promotion but education. She called it
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I started thinking what
else can I do? I need to
do something positive
and impactful that allows
for others to have a voice
and to have a chance in
corporate America
DTP4 for direct to patient, pharmacy, physician, and public relations—a holistic and integrated approach. “We were educating
them on the availability of the pen, and it resulted in blockbuster
results,” she says. “It gets to the same storyline that when you
find the right insights through market research and the data analytics, then you find that one gem that you could hang on to.”
What else Sakdalan hangs onto is the meaning of that patient’s
journey. She says working on Lamisil was fun, but helping people
who had lived a long life of feeling like a burden—such as the
woman living with diabetes—was more meaningful.
At Janssen, she enabled new organizational capabilities toMASTER
prepare for the launch of a new treatment with a new delivery model
in major depressive disorder (MDD) and to support the growing
neuroscience franchise while maintaining double-digit growth
for existing brands. And, similarly at Otsuka in the neuroscience
business unit, Sakdalan is again working on treatments for diseases that have meaning and truly transform people’s lives. Her
brother has schizophrenia. Her mother died of Alzheimer’s disease. Many of her immediate family members suffer from depression. And her brother is now taking a long-acting injectable,
which enables him, for the first time in his life to live, on his own.
“My only wish is that he could have been on a long-acting injectable sooner,” says Sakdalan, since he has lost much brain function from the disease. “That is why my work has meaning.”
Essentially, Sakdalan has excelled at transforming how teams
become more patient centric and focus on engaging customers
in a more meaningful and relevant way. Currently, she leads the
commercial field team, customer strategy, and regional operations
at Otsuka, working collaboratively with market access, patient
experience, regional marketing, and other partners.
PAYING IT FORWARD
Meaningful and impactful work, a stellar career track record,
two children raised through college into their own careers—what
else could Sakdalan want?
A series of negative interactions with a (male) direct supervisor
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while she was a senior executive set in motion a realization that
had not been yet acknowledged. “I thought I did something
wrong,” says Sakdalan of her supervisor’s behavior toward her.
“In speaking to my friends and colleagues, I realized it was so
overt, but I didn’t even recognize it. I had to step back and say,
‘This is so wrong on so many levels.’” She had the feeling that if
she were being discriminated against—someone who had amassed
career success, a family of personal cheerleaders, a high-level
officer in the company—and still faced overt hostility in the workplace, how would others more junior in their careers or without
those support systems fare?
Sakdalan thought of her own adult children and the help and
guidance she provided because she knew how to navigate the
system. She thought of the children who didn’t have that guidance. She thought of junior-level colleagues who may have a lack
of empowerment. “Honestly, it was the pinnacle,” she says. “I
started thinking what else can I do? I need to do something positive and impactful that allows for others to have a voice and to
have a chance in corporate America.” In 2020, she and two others founded MVP and launched it in 2021.
The mission of MVP (https://www.mvpoc.org) is to “help
young people of color prepare, perform, progress, and prosper”
in their education, leadership, and early professional careers.”
MVP’s target age range is sophomore through senior year in colTHE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
lege. After much market research and foundation building, Sakdalan says the program has had a successful two years. Its first
10-person cohort of MVP fellows each received internships, and
the second cohort has an additional 12. Sakdalan has seen at least
two of the fellows who were initially very shy, now brimming with
confidence by the end of the program.
While the program is not intended to be specific to pharma
or healthcare, current MVP supporters and partners reside in
those fields. They include CMI, Cult Health, Fingerpaint, Health
Monitor, Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Johnson & Johnson, Otsuka, Pack
Health, Phreesia, POCN, and Relevate. While the internships
and those placements have progressed extremely well, Sakdalan
believes that MVP should build on and invest more in providing
the support services, programs, and workshops that will help
MVP fellows prepare, perform, and progress in their early career
to further fulfill the MVP mission. To that end, MVP recently
named an executive director to build out and implement its threeyear strategy.
Sakdalan is reaching out to companies that have a shared passion and vision for diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I), and
hopes to encourage multi-year sponsorships, so that MVP can
have a level of sustainability and efficiency for programming and
impact. “I see us as the go-to nonprofit organization when companies are bringing in their diverse interns and young talent, and
they need mentorship as well as a more solidified way to help
support and develop them.”
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Do you need a faster way to identify global real world data? Are
you struggling to efficiently determine if a data asset is fit for
purpose before purchasing? Are you confident you selected the
most relevant data sources to achieve your project design?
Join this webinar to learn how IQVIA Health Data Catalog
solves these challenges by providing a global go-to source to
rapidly identify the most relevant data sources from the largest
agnostic real world data catalog (covering 2000+ dynamically
updated asset profiles).
Discover how you can more efficiently qualify data assets at
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metadata level with powerful search and filtering capabilities
including key metrics, modes of access, usage restrictions, and
relevant citied publications.
3 Key Take-Aways
See firsthand how you can fast track your RWD search by
viewing multiple-use case demos illustrating how to:
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database format/type, healthcare settings, and more
• Be confident you’re always viewing the most up-to-date
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A Steadying Force in C-Suite
The Changing Role of Biopharma CFOs
COVID-19 pandemic, the challenging capital-markets climate in biotech, and a more innovative
and specialty treatment focus has increased reliance on the finance arm as a key strategic cog
By Mike Hollan

O

ver the past three years, the pharmaceutical industry has gone through several impactful changes.
During the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, investors flooded the industry with money,
allowing new companies to emerge and conduct multiple rounds
of clinical trials while still being confident that more funding
would be available. Over the past year, however, things have
changed and funding is harder to come by. This has put the role
of chief financial officer in the spotlight.
Morgan Brown is CFO at Clene, a clinicalstage biopharmaceutical company working on
MASTER
treatments for neurodegenerative diseases.
According to Brown, life sciences organizations are searching for new qualities in CFOs.
“Companies are looking for more contribution from the finance team on the whole, and
Morgan Brown
the CFO specifically to be more strategic in
nature, to really partner with the other c-suite
executives and help them effectively operate the business,” he says.
Brown also elaborates on how the changing industry is
impacting the role of the CFO in ways not directly connected
to finance. “Although not specifically related to CFOs, I think
the distribution of drugs isn’t going to be the same old retailpharmacy model that we’ve seen in the past,” he explains. “It’s
going to be more innovative and specialty pharmacy-based
and at-home delivery.”
Justin Thacker, CFO at Aristea Therapeutics, says that the
role has changed quite a bit over the past three years, with the
past 12 months impacting the job significantly. “With the pandemic, obviously, working remotely has changed significantly
for me and the teams that I’ve been involved with,” he tells Pharm
Exec. “[Though] we were always moving to more automation,
the pandemic pushed that along quite rapidly.”
Shane Kovacs, CFO and chief operating officer at Olema
Oncology, believes there’s been a “dramatic shift in the tone of
the capital markets as it relates to the biotech sector.” This can
have big implications for CFOs since access to capital plays a

large role in the success of biotech companies, Kovacs notes, and the past decade saw
one of the largest booms the biotech sector
has ever seen. Unfortunately, things have
changed over the past 12 months.
“[As] we have witnessed across many
historical periods of enthusiastic expansion
Shane Kovacs
in other industries, the pendulum likely
swung too far in the positive direction by
early 2021,” he says. “There were many examples of new companies being formed by licensing technology and IP out of acaSCIENCE
OFcatalyzed
SUCCESSon the relatively easy access to capital
THE
demia
that then
with successive private-round financings followed quickly by an
IPO. Pre-money valuations for biotech IPOs that historically
struggled to achieve the $200 million mark were now going public with valuations exceeding $500 million and, in some cases,
greater-than-$1 billion unicorn valuations.”
Kovacs explains that these companies were able to grow very
quickly due to having access to the capital.
Pharm Exec financial columnist and Editorial Advisory Board
member Barbara Ryan recently described how the biotech industry peaked with investors in early 2021. The previous year, biotech and biotech IPOs provided consistently large returns for
investors. Since that time, however, the biotech industry entered
the longest bear market in its history, leaving many companies
struggling to find further funding.
Investors are learning the difference between biotech and
the tech industry, Kovacs points out. New technologies must
undergo periods of trial and tribulation before being
approved, and many new biotechnologies never make it to
the approval stage. This creates a much longer business cycle
than the tech industry and requires more capital before
becoming cash-f low positive.
“Over the past 12 months, we have, unfortunately, seen a
complete reversal of this investor enthusiasm for the biotech sector,” says Kovacs. “Valuations are now at all-time lows with
many companies trading at or even below their cash balances.
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Capital is becoming
sparser and you
have to navigate
the trade-offs.
What is important to
your organization?

New equity offerings and IPOs have fallen off a cliff. The big
question looming over the heads of biotech boards and management teams is, ‘How long will this last?’”
Shoreline Bioscience’s CFO, Vanessa
Jacoby, notices similar trends as well.“With
the volatility of the market, I think capital
is becoming sparser and you have to,
again, navigate the trade-offs,” she tells
Pharm Exec. “What is important to your
organization? How do you focus? What
Vanessa Jacoby
are the products that are more likely to
make it to the clinic, and what are the
unmet needs that we’re trying to solve here?”
commercial needs. Stock prices are at all-time lows, with invesAccording to Jacoby, due to the volatility of the markets,
tors sitting on the sidelines not knowing where the bottom is.”
CFOs are focused on making sure that their companies are
Thacker adds, “For life sciences compawell-resourced and can deliver the goals of the wider organizanies, the primary challenge for CFOs has
tion. Even if the markets become less volatile, those goals will
always been around capital, raising cash
remain the same.
when you can, serving it, and spending it
She adds that the pandemic likely caused a good amount of
wisely. That certainly hasn’t changed, but
capital to flood the industry. Over the past months, however,
at the same time, that’s really not unique
interests have changed, and she believes that many generalist
to the biotech industry. However, the curinvestors have moved on to different sectors.
Justin Thacker
rent market dynamics have brought on
“It’s a cyclical process,” says Jacoby. “You have a lot of
some unique challenges.”
resources, and then they decline, and you have to do the best that
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
He explains that for many of the companies which went
you can, always with the goal in mind to bring drugs to patients.”
public over the past couple of years, finding capital was considered “easy money.” After obtaining their initial round of fundACCESS TO CAPITAL
ing, many organizations expected the following rounds to be
Ryan describes the current market as the “steepest and longest
just as easy.
bear market in biotech industry.” In June, she wrote that invesBear markets, like the one biotech is currently in, are chaltors moved away from high-risk and slow-growth companies. As
lenging for life sciences companies that don’t bring in revenue
fears of a recession build, however, she predicts investors may
and rely on venture capital and public markets for funding.
return to the biotech sector and the growth it produces.
“It’s been tough for about 12 months,” says Thacker, “and
Kovacs also has noticed capital shifting away from riskier
there’s no signs of that subsiding any time soon.”
investments and moving toward more reliable, fixed-income ones.
This means that companies must look at how much money
“In this environment, a strong CFO needs to recognize the
they
have available and decide where they can cut costs. This
uncertainty of access to equity capital even with the achievemay include delaying programs or reducing head count and
ment of successful business milestones,” he says.
working with a leaner team.
Brown adds, “These past 12 to 24 months have been very
interesting, for sure. We get banker presentations constantly
NEW RISKS TO FACE
trying to pitch their services.”
The new capital climate means it’s time for CFOs to re-examine
He describes 2021 and 2022 as “extremely challenging” for
what risks they need to take. “It’s almost like a little puzzle that
pharma and biotech companies. Organizations with a market
you’re trying to match resources to the goals of the organizacap less than $10 billion saw average stock price declines from
tion,” explains Jacoby. “With the geopolitical risks right now,
17% to 30%, while even companies valued at over $10 billion
it’s where can we do clinical trials? Where can we build, and
have seen negative returns on their stock.
where can we guarantee enrollment?”
“Because of that, I think the equity markets have been
According to Kovacs, many traditional responsibilities, such
extremely challenging over the last year-and-a-half,” says
as budgeting, forecasting, and scenario planning, were downBrown. “There are more public life sciences companies than
played for CFOs while capital was readily available. Important
there ever have been. There are more companies out there that
operational aspects, such as understanding the key drivers for
are trying to secure capital for their various clinical trials and
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you’re having to put down deposits while waiting for things that
aren’t going to happen for months, if not close to a year.”

A CHANGING WORKFORCE

Companies expect CFOs to partner with the other c-suite executives to effectively run the business and its culture, as opposed to
just being the “numbers guy,” says Brown. This means that the
role has become more involved in handling the changes brought
about by the growing number of remote workers, which has been
particularly challenging for the pharma industry. While companies
are eager to take advantage of a much wider, national talent pool,
a company’s profit and loss (P&L), will take on more importance there are also many positions that must be performed on-site.
“How do we look at equity across employees, and how do
when the bear market hits. “Many companies in the sector are
also considering the breadth of their pipelines and where they employees look at equity if we allow certain groups to be more
should best be allocating their capital,” he says. “This is an impor- flexible and other groups less flexible?” asks Brown. “How do we
tant role for a CFO, and understanding the value drivers longer ensure that the culture is maintained throughout the organization and still provide flexibility depending on the function that
term and making trade-offs can add significant value.”
Brown adds, “You still have to be able to identify risk and take people perform?”
There are benefits to reap from the new work model. Clene’s
risk. I think it’s become even more imperative in today’s markets.
You look at things like the supply chain. I look at our business and home offices are in Salt Lake City, but the company has manuthings that were so readily available—things that we never had to facturing facilities in Maryland. According to Brown, hiring
think about…we’re having to take a lot more risk because those remote workers has allowed the company to bring on staff members that may not have been able to relocate to the Salt Lake area.
things aren’t being delivered in the timelines they once were.”
“It has been difficult to search for talent and then navigate the
While the risks have changed, Thacker says the way that CFOs
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
are calculating risk also has changed. According to the executive, new normal, which is people having this expectation to work from
this used to involve ensuring that companies were leveraging all home and have a more flexible work schedule,” adds Jacoby. “Yet
we have lab jobs, so we have to find a balance. We [need to be]
of the value that they had access to.
“There are some other challenges that impact the finance flexible enough to attract talent and grow the company.”
However, the increased number of remote workers has created
function indirectly, [such as a] new supply chain—a lot of the
materials for manufacturing the clinical trials materials is hard other problems. According to a study by the Cybersecurity and
to come by,” says Thacker. “Getting slots within third-party man- Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), cyberattacks or incidents
ufacturers is hard to schedule if you don’t do it well in advance. cost companies across all industries anywhere from a few thouAlso, [for] vendors for preclinical studies, it’s hard to find the sand dollars to over $1 million. During a period when margins
are tight, this means that organizations must find the funds for
resources to conduct the studies.”
When funding was easier to come by, companies were more expanded cybersecurity training.
“With everyone working remotely and everything being done
willing to run studies that weren’t focused on the primary indication. Now, says Thacker, CFOs have to stay focused and plan online, the cybersecurity risk has elevated quite a bit,” says
Thacker. “The bad actors were always evolving and getting more
further ahead.
“The risk is getting a little bit too far ahead of yourself,” he sophisticated, and certainly that’s not stopping. The focus on
adds. “Trying to conserve cash and making sure that you have cybersecurity has expanded quite a bit.”
Amid this changing landscape, biopharma CFOs are trying
the resources if a study is delayed might mean that rather than
doing all the studies you had planned, [you’re] calculating whether to adapt. After nearly a decade of reliable funding, investors are
it makes sense to push some back a few months or maybe a year less confident. While this alters how specific decisions are made,
until you have some certainty with your primary studies, or mak- the core responsibilities remain the same for CFOs, particularly
ing sure you have the infrastructure in place. How long can we those tasked with the role at emerging and clinical-stage biotechs.
get by with the status quo before we really need to make a change? Even with supply chain issues, geopolitical conflict, and a changWith supply chains and vendors, you always needed to reserve ing workforce, it’s still the job of CFOs to make sure that their
slots or have studies scheduled well in advance, which is still the companies are fully funded so they can run clinical trials and
case, but that upfront lead time has grown tremendously. Often, bring new products to the market.
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Dynamic Compliance
The Best Defense for Pharma
A proactive and tailored compliance department—with the
nimbleness to adapt strategies on the fly—is a critical shield for
life sciences companies during government investigations

L

ife sciences companies are consistently in the spotlight
for potential violations of criminal or civil fraud laws.
The fact that the life sciences industry is also a highly
regulated enterprise, with marketing and pricing particular areas of scrutiny, adds another layer of complexity and
potential risk. Given the large share of federal spending on healthcare, the Department of Justice’s (DOJ) focus on the sector will
remain a constant. For example, in 2021, $5 billion of the $5.6
billion in False Claims Act (FCA) settlements and judgments
related to the healthcare industry.1
With this continued spotlight, how should CEOs and senior
MASTER
leaders respond? The key is to proactively prepare for potential FCA
investigations and maintain a dynamic compliance organization.
Compliance is closely routinized in many government investigations and is often essential to avoiding potential liability. A
dynamic, evolving compliance organization is structured so that
it is responsive and adaptive to the company’s needs and the
expectations of government regulators. In that way, it is both
proactive and reactive. It looks forward by efficiently monitoring
and assessing the company’s operations to recognize gaps and
challenges. It is also appropriately backward-looking by conducting thorough investigations when issues arise that document
potential misconduct or systemic failures, and fixes them moving
forward. Even more, a dynamic organization that changes over
time is best positioned to respond to the ever-changing industry
and government compliance expectations.
Let’s now address not only what a good compliance organization looks like, but how life sciences leaders can assess their own
compliance functions to make them more proactive and tailored
to individual organizational and industry demands.

WHAT DOES A DYNAMIC COMPLIANCE
ORGANIZATION LOOK LIKE?
Leaders in the biopharmaceutical sector can find guidance from
the DOJ and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
The DOJ asks three questions in assessing the effectiveness of a
compliance organization:2

1.
2.
3.

GEJAA GOBENA

EMILY LYONS

Partner

Counsel

Both with the law firm of Hogan Lovells

Is the corporation’s compliance program well-designed?
Is the program being applied earnestly and in good faith?
Does the organization’s compliance program work
in practice?
The HHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) describes
the seven elements of an effective compliance program:3
1. Implementing written policies and procedures
2. D
 esignating a compliance officer and compliance
committee
3. Conducting effective training and education
4. Developing effective lines of communication
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
5. Conducting internal monitoring and auditing
6. Enforcing standards through well-publicized disciplinary
guidelines
7. Responding promptly to detected problems and undertaking corrective action.
These elements form the basis of what regulators expect of a
strong compliance organization. Having systems that are responsive to these questions or considerations can prove to be a mitigating factor for prosecutors or regulators if misconduct is identified or investigated.
However, these three questions and seven elements can be
boiled down more simply: Is your compliance organization able
to be effective both proactively and reactively?
A well-functioning proactive organization is designed so that
it has systems in place that are regularly applied and able to catch
systemic failures, bad faith actors, or oversights. It is designed to
be proactive in identifying potential concerns, and responsive to
changes in government requirements or industry standards. This
organization should have:
• Sophisticated data monitoring with continuous access
to all relevant data
• Clearly allocated responsibilities between legal and
compliance
• Robust onboarding, training, and education programs
• Strong compliance culture and messaging from the top
of the organization
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A well-functioning reactive organization can conduct investigations and show that its compliance program is designed to respond
quickly to crises, and adequately and consistently manage the
internal and external consequences. This company should have:
• Adequately resourced and well-trained investigationsMASTER
staff
• Substantial investigation manuals and systems to triage
and prioritize investigations
• A streamlined process for saving and storing documentation about investigations
• Strong and consistent systems of remediation and discipline with formalized procedures and precedent

ASSESSING YOUR COMPANY’S CURRENT STATE
Moving your compliance organization to best practices should
begin with regular organizational assessments. Compliance and
audit committees of publicly traded life sciences companies often
require such reviews to assess the current state of the compliance
organization and identify strengths and weaknesses. In our
assessments of compliance departments on behalf of life sciences
companies, we take into account government guidance on effective compliance programs to develop a set of topics and areas to
assess, including but not limited to:
• DOJ guidance on effective compliance programs
• OIG’s seven elements of an effective compliance
program
• Healthcare Compliance Association’s and OIG’s
Compliance Program Resource Guide
• Sample OIG corporate integrity agreements
• S ection 8B2.1 of the US Sentencing Commission
Guidelines Manual

Having an effective
compliance program
can provide a
company with muchneeded credibility

THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS

These resources provide potential evaluation criteria against
which senior leadership can assess their current compliance program. Based on that guidance, specific proactive and reactive
topics to evaluate appear in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively, on
page 26.
In a recent assessment of a life sciences company, we examined
its compliance department across these organizational levers. We
look at compliance documentation, policies and procedures, code
of business conduct and ethics, annual monitoring reports, etc.
Additionally, we interview company leaders inside and outside
the compliance organization to assess how the compliance function is integrated into the company’s corporate culture.
Conducting these types of reviews allows a company to develop
a strong view of the compliance organization and prioritize areas
of improvement within the compliance department. This type of
assessment allows organizations to be proactive in addressing gaps
in compliance and more prepared to address future compliance
challenges as businesses grow or find themselves in different market circumstances.
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Proactive Approach
Resources

Is the compliance department the right size to manage the company’s current-state compliance
needs, including daily operations and investigations?4

Training

Does the organization conduct regular and required training on compliance topics? Is the training
targeted and comprehensive?

Privilege

Is there a company policy on what compliance investigations are considered privilege? Should all
compliance investigations be conducted at the direction of counsel?

Messaging and Tone

Is the compliance program actively supported by senior leadership and the company’s governing
body? How does the corporate culture support the goals of the compliance department?

Intersection of Legal
and Compliance

What is the reporting structure for the compliance department? Is compliance actually or functionally separate from legal? Are responsibilities clearly allocated between compliance and legal?

Compliance Policies
and Procedures

Does the company have detailed compliance policies and procedures? Are the compliance policies
and procedures reviewed and updated regularly? What metrics are used to assess success?

Monitoring

Does the company have compliance reporting that is continuous and comprehensive? Does compliance have access to all relevant business unit data?

Compliance Reporting

Are there systems available for direct and anonymous compliance reporting? Are there mechanisms to publicize available reporting structures to third-party contractors and agents?

Table 1
Source: Hogan Lovells

Reactive Approach

MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS

Privacy

Have you assessed the current state of the company’s privacy program? Are there regular trainings
on privacy topics and concerns?

Resources

Are there adequate systems in place to allow anonymous reporting? Are there enough personnel in
place to adequately investigate complaints?

Investigation Manual

Are there well-developed policies and procedures for initiating and conducting an investigation? Do
the policies and procedures address topics such as triage, lines of communications, and participation from legal?

Investigations
Documentation

Does the company have a consistent and streamlined process for maintaining investigation materials in a records management system? Are materials stored so that only those who need access
have access?

Remediation
and Discipline

Has the company identified the organization that is the final arbiter of discipline—compliance, human resources, disciplinary committee, etc.? Is there tracking of provided discipline
to ensure consistency?

Table 2
Source: Hogan Lovells

Importantly, having an effective and functional compliance
program can provide a company with much-needed credibility
in the face of a government investigation. For example, in an
FCA investigation, an effective compliance program may help
the company avoid a Corporate Integrity Agreement or, even
worse, permissive exclusive from the federal healthcare program
if it convinces the agency of its effectiveness going forward.
Like the life sciences field itself, compliance rules and regulations
are everchanging and adapting—and require leaders to stay ahead.
Building an organization that can adapt and evolve based on its

specific needs will ensure that the company is built to withstand the
inherent risk of government investigation and enforcement.
Kristen Love, summer associate, Hogan Lovells, contributed to this article.
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employees
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Cracking Down on
Speaker Programs
MARISOL COOKE
Senior manager, advisory life
sciences operation transformation
practice, Grant Thornton

With heightened government scrutiny on educational forums,
biopharma manufacturers need a sound framework that demonstrates
they are following best practices

T

ravel is ramping back up, and live events are possible
again. Many life sciences companies are restarting
speaker programs, which were put on hold at the start
of the pandemic more than two years ago. But companies can’t simply go back to the policies and practices that used to
determine their involvement and investment.
In the past two years, the regulatory and compliance environment has become stricter. In 2020, the Office of Inspector General
(OIG) of the US Department of Health and Human Services put
the industry on notice that paying healthcare providers (HCPs) to
MASTER
speak at company-sponsored events risks violating the federal antikickback statute—if proper rules aren’t followed. The OIG’s socalled Special Fraud Alert led, in turn, to a revision of the code of
conduct published by the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), which went into effect at the beginning
of this year. In other words, there are now stricter limits on the
involvement of speakers who present information about a company’s
drugs or devices—and clear risks if the guidelines aren’t followed.
The overall intent of the OIG’s work in this area is to ensure
that there’s a real educational purpose for every program, and
that there’s nothing which can be construed as an attempt to
encourage or reward practitioners to use or prescribe a company’s
products. In practice, this affects where speaker events can be
held, what can be provided to speakers and participants, and who
can be selected to participate. What’s more, there’s an obligation
on every organization to maintain sufficient documentation to
show that its speaker program complies.
In our work at Grant Thornton, we have developed a framework that can help clients organize their compliance initiatives.
This framework, informed by the OIG’s conclusions and PhRMA’s
guidelines, can help companies be confident they are meeting
their obligations. The key principles in our framework include:
EDUCATIONAL VENUE
Speaker programs need to be held at an appropriate venue. It is
no longer acceptable for these events to be scheduled at golf

courses or fancy resorts, and they can’t be timed to bring attendees to town for a desirable sporting event or concert. They also
can’t simply be part of an expensive meal. Rather, the company
sponsoring the program needs to be able to show that the venue
was selected to help foster an educational purpose.
The OIG has cited as inappropriate speaker programs that
were held as part of fishing trips or took place at a winery—or an
adult entertainment venue. The new standard also requires that
any meals provided must be modest, and the company sponsoring
the event can’t pay for alcohol. Organizations should retain
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
receipts to demonstrate they met these standards.
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE
It has become vital for companies to document the educational
purpose of every speaker program. Presentations should be
recorded and archived. Materials provided to participants such as
slide decks or handouts should also be preserved.The goal is to
demonstrate the value of the event and, ideally, the ways in which
an in-person presentation was better than other methods of
imparting such information to providers. The OIG has specifically
highlighted as problematic speaker programs where little substantive information was presented, and has noted that there are many
other ways, besides an in-person event, to educate HCPs about a
medical product.
Even for virtual speaker events, which became so much more
common during the pandemic, companies should be sure to
archive the presentation and accompanying materials to help
establish that the speaker’s remuneration was appropriate.
SPEAKERS AND ATTENDEES
Organizations also need to keep track of speakers and attendees.
In addition to being able to establish the relevance of what was
presented during a speaker program, it’s important to document
who gave the presentation and who attended.
The OIG has specifically noted that cases under the anti-kickback law have in the past alleged that lucrative payments went to
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speakers as a reward for prescribing a drug or device at a high
level or that remuneration was conditioned on sales targets. The
point of tracking who speaks and who attends is to show that this
has not occurred. Companies need to be able to demonstrate that
they are not favoring high-prescribers.
Tracking attendance, along with the effort to archive what was
presented at an event, can also help a company to show that
attendees are not being brought to multiple events which are covering substantially the same topics—another practice that could
be a red flag.
EXPLICIT POLICY
Perhaps most important of all: Life sciences companies with
speaker programs should have an appropriate policy in place.
Formal policies describing a company’s standards—in line with
the principles outlined earlier—need to exist and be enforced.
An explicit policy can establish the behaviors and practices
that the sales team and others must uphold. It also can establish
internal procedures that create important checks and controls.
For example, the policy might demand that an authority from the
company’s compliance team or legal office approve speaker events.

Companies need to be
able to demonstrate that
they are not favoring
high-prescribers
Establishing a clear policy for the scheduling and conduct of
speaker programs will go a long way toward protecting a company
against the risk that it will run afoul of the OIG’s guidance or
violate the anti-kickback statute.
MOVING FORWARD
Speaker programs can be a useful and appropriate tool for life
sciences companies to better convey accurate information about
their medicines, treatments, and devices to HCPs. Approached
with that purpose in mind—and with past episodes of abuse in
mind, too—an organization can easily establish the procedures
and parameters that will make such events successful.
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Pharma companies should review their commissionbased compensation arrangements with independent
contractors to address enforcement risk under the
Anti-Kickback Statute, in light of recent Department
of Justice enforcement

C

ommission-based compensation arrangements with
• The methodology for determining the compensation is
both employees and independent contractors have
set in advance and is consistent with fair market value
long been common in the life sciences industry, parin arm’s-length transactions. Further, it is not determined
ticularly with respect to field sales forces. However,
in a manner that takes into account the volume or value
while the federal Anti-Kickback Statute (AKS) and its implementof any referrals or business otherwise generated between
ing regulations offer protection for employee compensation,
the parties for which payment may be made in whole or
including commissions, analogous compensation arrangements
in part under Medicare, Medicaid, or other federal
with independent contractors cannot always satisfy a safe harbor
healthcare programs.
to the AKS. Although commissioned-based compensation rela• The services performed under the agreement do not
MASTER THE SCIENCE
tionships with independent contractors in the life sciences indusinvolve OF
the SUCCESS
counseling or promotion of a business arrangement or other activity that violates any state or federal law.
try have historically rarely formed the basis for enforcement
• The aggregate services contracted for do not exceed those
actions, the Department of Justice (DOJ) has increasingly tarthat are reasonably necessary to accomplish the comgeted such arrangements under the AKS and the federal False
mercially reasonable business purpose of the services.3
Claims Act (FCA). DOJ’s recent actions suggest that commissionCommission-based compensation arrangements with an
based compensation arrangements with independent contractors
independent contractor sales force often fall outside the four
present a growing compliance risk for life sciences companies.
corners of this safe harbor because commission payments comHowever, there are steps organizations can take in order to minimize the risk of DOJ scrutiny and liability.
monly vary with the volume or value of items sold.

THE AKS AND SAFE HARBORS
The AKS prohibits knowingly and willfully offering or paying
remuneration “in return for purchasing, leasing, ordering, or
arranging for or recommending purchasing, leasing, or ordering”
any federally reimbursable item or service.1 However, amounts
paid by an employer to an employee (who has a bona fide employment relationship with such employer) are protected under the
statute and a regulatory safe harbor (the employee safe harbor).2
There is also a regulatory safe harbor under the AKS protecting
personal services furnished by non-employees, so long as the following standards are met:
• The agreement is set out in writing and signed by
the parties.
• The agreement sets forth the exact services required to
be performed.
• The term of the agreement is not less than one year.

DOJ SENDS A WARNING SHOT FOLLOWING WIN
IN FOURTH CIRCUIT CASE
In United States v. LaTonya Mallory, DOJ intervened in an FCA suit
filed against a blood testing laboratory, its owner, and leadership
from the lab’s independent contractor sales company, BlueWave.4
There were three theories of alleged AKS violations at issue in
the case: 1) “processing and handling” fees paid by the lab to
ordering physicians; 2) commission-based compensation paid by
the lab to BlueWave for sales of the lab’s blood tests; and 3) commission-based compensation paid by BlueWave to its independent
contractor sales representatives.
DOJ’s complaint-in-intervention took aim at the lab’s contract with BlueWave, which included a monthly base fee plus
a percentage-based commission on revenue generated from
sales of the lab’s tests to physicians in BlueWave’s territory.
DOJ pointed out that as an independent contractor, BlueWave
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•
•
•
•

“Compensation based on percentage of sales.”
Promotion of items or services that are separately billable.
Direct billing of federal healthcare programs by the seller.
“Direct contact between” the seller’s sales agents and
federal healthcare program beneficiaries or physicians
who can order the seller’s items.
• Use of sales agents who are healthcare professionals (e.g.,
so-called “white coat marketing”).6
Although the facts in the BlueWave case are consistent with
many of OIG’s “suspect” factors, DOJ’s description of the misconduct in the press release adopts a much blunter approach
than OIG’s more nuanced framework of analysis. Indeed, OIG
has explained that while it will subject arrangements to greater
scrutiny when more factors are present, a violation of the AKS
is still contingent on the requisite intent to induce referrals.
DOJ’s press release is also in tension with First Amendment
protections. AKS enforcement actions often focus on remuneration offered or paid in exchange for purchases of federally reimbursable items and services. However, in this case, the less frequently litigated “arranging for or recommending” language
formed the crux of the government’s case. Reliance on a theory
of prohibited “recommendations” raises important questions
about First Amendment protections for truthful, non-misleading
speech. DOJ has historically exercised its enforcement discretion
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
under the AKS in a way that seems to steer clear of potential
First Amendment battles over truthful speech that recommends
products. This is particularly true following certain high-profile
losses in enforcement actions in the context of alleged off-label
promotion, in which defendants have raised First Amendment
defenses. However, notably, while First Amendment defenses were
briefly raised at the district court level, they were not presented
to or resolved by the Fourth Circuit.

could not take advantage of the employee safe harbor and that
the arrangement did not satisfy all of the requirements of the
personal services safe harbor, including that compensation for
the services performed not take into account the volume or
value of referrals. DOJ also asserted that for the same reasons,
the commission-based compensation BlueWave paid to its own
independent contractor sales force violated the AKS. At trial,
MASTER
a jury concluded that the defendants violated the FCA through
violations of the AKS.
The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the jury verdict, and in announcing the appellate win, DOJ’s press release
broadly characterized commissions that are volume-based—and
thus not safe harbored—as unlawful, asserting that the arrangements at issue “constituted ‘remuneration’ intended to induce
BlueWave’s sales representatives to sell as many blood tests as
possible,” and furthermore the AKS “prohibited BlueWave from
paying its salespeople for recommending the tests.”5
OTHER ENFORCEMENT DEVELOPMENTS
Since the BlueWave case, DOJ has continued to pursue enforceSTRAYING FROM PAST PRACTICE
ment actions premised on commission-based compensation
DOJ’s press release in the BlueWave case contains broad generarrangements with independent contractors. In January 2022,
alizations about the unlawfulness of commission-based compenDOJ announced an FCA settlement of over $1.1 million to
sation arrangements that do not fit a safe harbor, characterizations
settle kickback allegations, which, among other things, involved
that appear to represent a troubling departure from past practice
independent contractors.7 In April, DOJ announced that it filed
and suggest that at least some within DOJ have grown more intera related complaint against other participants in the same purested in scrutinizing financial arrangements between life sciences
ported scheme, including two laboratory CEOs and one hospicompanies and their independent contractor sales personnel.
tal CEO, alleging FCA violations based on patient referrals in
DOJ’s announcement deviates from the more nuanced, factsviolation of the AKS and the Stark Law, as well as claims othand-circumstances analysis that the Department of Health and
erwise improperly billed to federal healthcare programs for laboratory testing.8 The complaint alleges that a hospital violated
Human Services Office of Inspector General (OIG) has articulated when assessing the legality of sales-force compensation
the AKS by paying commission-based compensation to indearrangements that do not satisfy a safe harbor. OIG has identipendent contractor recruiters to arrange for and recommend
fied certain “suspect characteristics” that “appear to be associhealthcare professionals’ (HCPs’) referrals of blood tests at the
ated with an increased potential for program abuse,” including:
hospital. The recruiters then allegedly “kicked back” some of
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the hospital’s payments to the referring HCPs, in the guise of
investment distributions from a management services organization. In May 2022, DOJ announced that it amended its complaint to add six additional physicians in Texas who allegedly
also participated in this scheme.9
Even before these high-profile DOJ actions, relators filing qui
tam complaints under the FCA have incorporated allegations
relating to commission-based compensation arrangements with
independent contractors. The current environment may lead to
an increase in such claims. For example, in a qui tam complaint
originally filed under seal in February 2016 and unsealed earlier
this year, the relator alleged, among other violations, that the
relationships between the defendant “and its sales representatives
are illegal because [the defendant] hires its sales representatives
on an independent contractor basis and pays them commissions
in violation of the Anti-Kickback Statute.”10 In particular, the
allegedly unlawful arrangements were “based on the volume of
overall sales each [sales representative] generated” and were not
set in advance.11 Although DOJ declined to intervene in the case,
and it is not yet clear whether the relator intends to litigate on
his own, the complaint highlights the growing attention this
theory of liability is attracting not only from the government but
from the whistleblower’s bar.

ensure that their compliance programs have adequate guardrails
in place to address traditional areas of concern for the government, such as promoting medically unnecessary items or promotional statements that are potentially misleading. Thoughtful
incorporation of data analytics into a compliance program, for
example, identifying and further investigating outliers receiving
relatively high levels of incentive compensation, can further help
mitigate risk.
The recent enforcement focus on compensation arrangements
with sales contractors increases risk related to practices that have
long been common in the life sciences industry. This risk is best
controlled by structuring compensation arrangements where
possible to comply with the AKS’s personal services safe harbors
and otherwise to avoid conduct that may enhance the government’s concerns about an underlying financial arrangement and
draw enforcement scrutiny.
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The evolving enforcement landscape around commission-based

compensation arrangements counsels in favor of life sciences companies revisiting such arrangements to ensure they are consistent
with current risk-tolerance levels. Despite increased scrutiny, commission-based compensation arrangements with independent contractors may be defensible, but robust compliance controls are
necessary, and companies should take steps to ensure that, where
possible, these arrangements comply with an AKS safe harbor.
Where arrangements cannot be safe harbored, it is more
important than ever to confirm that sales practices more broadly
do not implicate the areas of concern that traditionally increase
the risk of attracting enforcement scrutiny. For example, in the
BlueWave case, although DOJ targeted commission-based compensation arrangements, the government’s primary concern
appeared to be that the defendants were encouraging physicians
to order medically unnecessary laboratory tests.
However, allegations premised on medical necessity can be
challenging to prove, particularly in light of ongoing judicial
disagreement over the appropriate standard of proof under the
FCA for “false” claims allegedly based on a lack of medical necessity. Because of the breadth of the AKS’s prohibition on exchanges
of remuneration, this law can be an attractive way to target promotional practices DOJ considers concerning for other reasons.
As a result, life sciences companies with commission-based
compensation arrangements that cannot be safe harbored should
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Niche to Mainstream
Market Momentum for Orphan Drugs
Report forecasts the continued growth of rare disease medicines—with
these treatments projected to outpace therapeutic markets targeting
chronic, widespread diseases

I

nvestors and drug developers who still consider orphan drugs
as niche have not been paying attention. Orphan drug sales
growth significantly outpaces that of the wider pharmaceutical market, and Big Pharma’s fortunes are ever more closely
linked to orphan drugs. This once-peripheral market segment has
transitioned to the mainstream.
The latest data released in Evaluate’s Orphan Drug Report 2022
indicate that the orphan drug market is growing more than twice as
fast as the non-orphan market, with a 2021–2026 CAGR at 12%.
Orphans will account for 20% of all prescription drug sales and
almost one-third of the global drug pipeline’s value by 2026. MASTER
Orphans are forecast to match or outsize several mass-market
drugs for chronic, widespread diseases, despite dramatically
smaller patient numbers. The clearest example is AbbVie/Johnson & Johnson (J&J)’s chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) drug
Imbruvica (ibrutinib), expected to be the biggest orphan drug in
2026 with $13 billion in worldwide sales. This rivals both Bristol
Myers Squibb (BMS)/Pfizer’s blood thinner Eliquis (apixaban)
and Sanofi’s anti-inflammatory Dupixent (dupilumab), two of
the top-selling drugs globally.
Orphans also have strength in numbers: More than half of
FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) approvals in 2021 had orphan designations, as did both CAR-T cell
therapies approved by the Center for Biologics Evaluation and
Research (CBER). In the first three months of 2022, FDA
approved seven rare disease drugs, against just four for non-rare
conditions (excluding vaccines and new indications for older
drugs). New medicines for chronic, widespread, and highly complex conditions such as diabetes, heart disease, or kidney disease
are now in the minority.

BIG PHARMA SEES A BIG OPPORTUNITY
It is no surprise, therefore, that Big Pharma has rushed to
embrace orphan drugs to fuel long-term growth, just as it did
with biologics two decades ago. The net present value (NPV)
of forecast 2026 sales of the top 10 pipeline orphan drugs is
more than $42 billion, and each of the top 10 “blockbuster”
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orphans in 2026 will be worth between $3 billion and $13 billion (see Figure 1 on facing page).
The data also show that Big Pharma will sponsor nine of the top
10 orphan drugs by 2026, either directly or through licensing deals,
demonstrating not only its investment in this booming sector of the
market but its increasing reliance upon it. Almost 40% of J&J’s
pharmaceutical sales will come from orphans by 2026, thanks largely
to blood cancer drugs Imbruvica and Darzalex (daratumumab),
which are expected to bring in over $23 billion in combined sales.
Orphan drugs will also comprise over one-fifth of sales at seven
other Big Pharma companies by 2026. J&J will have displaced BMS
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
from the 2024 top orphan-seller spot by 2026, as patents expire this
year on BMS’s blockbuster orphan Revlimid (lenalidomide), which
came from Celgene. AstraZeneca will take silver (thanks to Alexion),
while oncology-focused Roche and its Swiss neighbor Novartis maintain third and fourth. AstraZeneca’s 22.6% forecast CAGR between
2021–2026 (powered by Alexion) is more than double the next best,
J&J’s 11%. BMS’s expected -12.5% CAGR over the period is due
to declining sales of Revlimid, which made $12.8 billion in 2021.

DRIVING FORCE
What will drive orphans’ continued rise over the next four years?
The explosion in new tools and drug discovery approaches, from
gene editing to AI-powered screening and drug design, will undoubtedly play a significant role. Most new drug modalities first make
their mark in rare diseases, as these conditions are often genetically
defined and underserved with a poor prognosis. As a result, rare
diseases offer a fast-tracked opportunity to demonstrate proof of
concept for novel technologies.
Hence, the top 20 orphan R&D products include a stem cell
treatment, several cell- and gene- therapies, a CRISPR-Cas9 geneedited therapy, RNAi therapeutics, targeted and bispecific antibodies, and even an oral suspension of gold nanocrystals, Clene’s CNMAu8 for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
CAR-T and gene-edited therapies may still be in their infancy,
but they are expected to accumulate further indications and value
as underlying technologies allow for more efficient, faster adminis-
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The Top 10–Selling Orphans by Worldwide Sales, 2026

Figure 1

Source: EvaluatePharma®, February 2022
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tration. They may not reach the heights of Merck’s $17.2 billion
cancer behemoth Keytruda (pembrolizumab), first approved under
orphan-drug designation eight years ago (and which, with over two
dozen approved indications, has outgrown its orphan status). However, with six-figure price tags, several CAR-T cell therapies are
expected to reach blockbuster status.
J&J’s CAR-T cell therapy Carvykti (ciltacabtagene autoleucel/
cilta-cel) is a case in point. The sixth CAR-T cell therapy to reach
the US market and the second that targets B-cell maturation antigen (BCMA), it was—as of February 2022—the most valuable
pipeline orphan, with forecast 2026 sales of $1.7 billion and an
NPV of more than $10 billion. Vertex/CRISPR Therapeutics’
CRISPR-Cas9 gene-edited therapy CTX001 is also a pipeline lead,
with forecast 2026 sales of $1.3 billion.
Orphans’ strong growth, and their attractiveness as a testing
ground for new R&D tools and modalities, is leading to crowding
in some corners of the market. Oncology continues to be a dominant therapy area, accounting for six of the top 10 pipeline candidates. Three of those—Imbruvica, Calquence (acalabrutinib), and
Venclexta (venetoclax)—address the same blood cancer
subtype, CLL.
Greater competition in some corners of the orphan market is
driving the kind of line extension behavior seen in non-orphan
spaces, such as new formulations and more convenient dosing. Yet

an estimated 7,000 rare diseases remain underserved. This explains
growing criticism of orphan-drug legislation on both sides of the
Atlantic, as regulators, policymakers, and payers begin to question
whether current rules are fit for purpose. The US Orphan Drug
Act came into force nearly 40 years ago, and EU legislation was
adopted in 2000.
Orphan drugs will continue their upward trajectory. As scientists
unpick disease mechanisms in greater detail, many conditions,
including widespread ones, are being sliced into narrower subcategories. Precision medicines are gaining ground. More and more
medicines are likely to meet the criteria for a rare condition.
Oncology orphan drug sales will grow 70% between 2021–2026
in absolute terms, while sales of orphans treating musculoskeletal
disorders, infectious diseases, and gastrointestinal conditions will
more than double over the same period. Immunology and dermatology products will also see fourfold and tenfold growth, respectively. The orphan drug R&D pipeline is full of new modalities and
new therapies are on their way. This growth is good news for patients
and will further encourage developers to bring new assets to market.
Meanwhile, regulators such as FDA continue to provide a supportive environment, calling for greater data collection and sharing,
and more efforts to identify patient-relevant endpoints. For those
investing or acquiring in the orphan drug market, there are clear
opportunities for a positive return on investment.
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The True Nature of
Danger Behind IP
Waiver Proposal
Issue represents a potential threat in fighting future pandemics

O

ccasioned by the COVID-19 pandemic, the World
Trade Organization (WTO) has been considering a
proposal by South Africa and Brazil to empower
member states to impose a waiver of intellectual property (IP) rights “related” to vaccines (and likely antiviral therapeutics, diagnostics, and perhaps preventatives). The uncertainty of
the scope of the waiver is a consequence of the proposed language,
which remains undefined as the agreement is negotiated by WTO
member governments, principally the US, EU, China, and South
Africa/Brazil.
The details of COVID vaccine production have been set out in
various news sources,1 but these are not disclosed in the detailMASTER
necessary for commercial production. Most of the “know-how” necessary to implement actual vaccine production involves trade secrets,
many of which are not limited to COVID vaccines (for example,
producing the lipid nanoparticles in which mRNA vaccines are
encapsulated). It is unlikely that most of the countries in favor of
the waiver (except India and South Africa) have the technological
infrastructure for producing the vaccine. Thus, in the short term,
the waiver can be expected to do little to solve the actual problem
of vaccinating the world.
Recently, the Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO) provided a link to the supposed compromise agreement reached to
permit WTO member states to waive patent protection for “subject
matter required for the production and supply of COVID-19 vaccines without the consent of the right holder to the extent necessary
to address the COVID-19 pandemic.” (See https://bit.
ly/3zHatck). The proposed waiver sounds patent-centric, but while
the waiver states that a member state can permit “use of patented subject matter required for the production and supply of COVID-19
vaccines without the consent of the right holder to the extent necessary to address the COVID-19 pandemic,” in a footnote the term
“patented subject matter” is substantially broadened to include
“ingredients and processes necessary for the manufacture of the
COVID-19 vaccine.” The rights the waiver gives a member state
are expressly not limited to compulsory licenses of patents in the
member’s jurisdiction, but include “executive orders, emergency
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decrees, and judicial or administrative orders” as well as undefined
“other acts.” These acts or decrees are themselves not limited to
internal use in a member state, but also can include “any proportion of the authorized use to be exported to eligible members and
to supply international or regional joint initiatives that aim to ensure
the equitable access of eligible members to the COVID-19 vaccine
covered by the authorization” (emphasis added; wherein the italicized portion of the proposal is not defined).
Even as patents involved in COVID vaccine preparation are
granted, the disclosure needed to reproduce these vaccines is protected by trade secrets. Under the terms of the proposed waiver,
SCIENCE
OFbe
SUCCESS
THE
the question
will
whether the US will compel disclosure of trade
secrets owned by US companies or that have disclosed them in
confidence to the extent such secrets are part of regulatory filings.
The administration’s public position raises the likelihood of an
infringement on private property unprecedented in the US.
The efforts being applied globally to develop vaccines, treatments, and better tests and technology in response to COVID have
been impressive. IP protection has played an important role in these
efforts. Past experience and recent developments suggest that protecting IP for vaccines, therapies, and technologies to fight COVID
has had and could continue to have a positive impact and advance
the cause of eradicating, or at least treating and preventing, this
disease. It would be foolish to ignore these contributions by reducing their effectiveness with the proposed waiver, particularly when
the precise scope (with regard to trade secret aspects at least) is either
undefined or effectively unlimited. The pandemic has produced a
great deal of anxiety about what happens “the next time” there is
a pandemic. This waiver raises the very real possibility that we will
be less likely to be able to face such a future challenge because those
with the capacity, incentive, and economic wherewithal to do so
will have left the field to pursue other opportunities.
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